### Books

1. 3 books on life of former President Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam have been released - *Dr Kalam, Prerna ki Udaan* (Hindi), *Do You Know Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam* (English) and *Prerna Nu Zarnu : Dr Abdul Kalam* (Gujarati). These books language have been written by Unnat Pandit.

2. *Bose Brothers and Indian Independence – An Insiders Account* written by Madhuri Bose (Grand-niece of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose) has been released.

3. *Managing Piety: The Shrine of Data Ganj Bakhsh* has been authored by Linus Strothmann.


5. *Nathuram Godse - The Story of an Assassin*, written by Anup Ashok Sardesai has been released.

6. *On My Terms: From the Grassroots to the Corridors of Power*, autobiography of former Union Minister Sharad Pawar has been released.

7. *The Clintons’ War on Women* has been written by Roger Stone and Robert Morrow

8. *The Duels of the Himalayan Eagle: The first Indo-Pak Air War (1-22 September 1965)* has been written by Bharat Kumar.

9. *The making of India: The untold story of British Enterprises* has been authored by Kartar Lgvani.

10. *To the Brink and Back: India’s 1991 Story* has been written by Jairam Ramesh.

11. Aishwaryaa Dhanush, Indian film artist has written her autobiography - *Standing On An Apple Box*. She is daughter of legendary actor Rajinikanth and wife of Kollywood actor Dhanush.

12. Ancient Urdu Copy of Shri Ramcharitmanusa written by Shiv Brat Lal in 1904 found in delhi.

13. Autobiography of Satyanarayan Gangaram Pitroda (Sam Pitroda) *Dreaming Big: My Journey to Connect India* has been released.

14. Autobiography of Tennis Player Sania Mirza - *Ace against Odds* has been released. She wrote it with her father Imran Mirza.

15. B.G. Verghese is author of book *A State in Denial – Pakistans Misguided and Dangerous Crusad*.

16. Book *30 Women in Power* has been written by Naina Lal Kidwai (India’s Country head of HSBC India).

17. *A Call to Mercy: Hearts to Love, Hands to Serve* has been released. It is collection of previously unreleased writings by Mother Teresa and has been compiled by *Rev. Brian Kolodiechuk*.

18. *A Kingdom For His Love*, written by Vani Mahesh and Shinie Antony has been launched.

19. *A Life in Diplomacy*, written by Maharajakrishna Rasgotra has been released.

20. *All of Us in Our Own Lives*, authored by Manjushree Thapa has been released.

21. *Alphabet Soup for Lovers* is authored by Anita Nair.

22. *Anubandh: Building 100-mile communities* is authored by Ela Bhatt.


24. *Building a just world: essays in Honour of Muchkund Dubey*’ has been written by Manoranjan Mohanty, Vinod C Khanna and Biswajit Dhar.

25. *Chaos and Caliphate: Jihadis and the West in the Struggle for the Middle East* authored by Patrick Cockburn has been released.

26. *Chaos and Caliphate: Jihadis and the West in the Struggle for the Middle East*, has been authored by Patrick Cockburn
27. Book Courage to Act: A Memoir of a Crisis and Its Aftermath has been written by Ben S. Bernanke.
28. Book Dr. Ambedkar: Life and Mission has been authored by Dhananjay Kheer.
29. Book Exploring Marxist Bengal, authored by Debraj Bhattacharya has been released.
30. Book Feminist and Orientalist Perspectives – A Study of Lady Mary Montagu Turkish Embassy Letters has been written by Farha Hiba Parvez.
31. Book Fixed! Cash and Corruption in Cricket, authored by Journalist Shantanu Guha Ray has been launched.
34. Book Gandhi: An Illustrated Biography is authored by Pramod Kapoor.
35. Book Globalisation, Democratization and Distributive Justice has been authored by Mool Chand Sharma.
37. Book Goa Undercover has been authored by Madhumita Bhattacharya.
38. Book Great Acceleration: How the World is Getting Faster, Faster, is authored by Robert Colvile.
39. Book Gujarat Files: Anatomy of a Cover Up, authored by Rana Ayyub has been released.
40. Book Harry Potter and the Cursed Child, written by J.K. Rowling, Jack Thorne and John Tiffany has been launched.
41. Book Hashimpura 22 May: The forgotten story of one of India’s biggest custodial killings, authored by Vibhuti Narain Rai has been released. He was posted as Superintendent of Police in Ghaziabad district when Hashimpura massacre took place.
42. Book How to Be a Bawse: A Guide to Surviving Conquering Life has been written by Lilly Singh.
43. Book Hungry Bengal. War, Famine, Riots and the End of Empire has been written by Janam Mukherjee.
44. Book Incarnations : India in 50 lives, is authored by Sunil Khilnani.
45. Book India vs Pakistan: Why Can’t we just be Friends, written by Husain Haqqani has been released.
46. Book Indian Family Business Mantras, written by Peter Leach and Tatwamasi Dixit has been released.
47. Book Indias War: The Making of Modern South Asia 1939-1945, has been authored by historian Srinath Raghavan.
49. Book India’s Most Powerful Women has been written by Mrs. Prem Ahluwalia.
50. Book Inter-linking of Indian Rivers written by Radha Kant Bharati has been released.
51. Book Jawaharlal Nehru and The Indian Polity in Perspective, edited by Prof Alexander with contributions from several eminent persons. It was released by Vice President Hamid Ansari.
52. Book Jinnah Often Came To Our House, written by Kiran Doshi has been released.
53. Book Kumbh Mela: Mapping the Ephemeral Megacity has been written by Tarun Khanna.
54. Book MARU BHARAT SARU BHARAT (My India Noble India ) written by Jain Acharya Ratnasundersuriswarji Maharaj has been released.
55. Book Making India Awesome authored by Chetan Bhagat has been released. It is his second non-fiction book after What Young India Wants.
56. Book Making It Big: The inspiring Story of Nepal’s first billionaire in his own words has been authored by Binod Chaudhary, Nepal’s first billionaire.
57. Book My Favourite Nature Stories authored by famous author Ruskin Bond has been released.
58. Book No Time to Pause has been authored by Pavithra Ramesh.
59. Book Objective Railway Engineering- Track, Works & Others has been issued. It Has been written by MM Agarwal.
60. Book Param Vir: A War Diary is written by Manju Lodha.
61. Book Politics of the United Nations Peacekeeping Operations, authored by Yeshi Choedon has been released.
62. Book President of India and the Governance of Higher Education Institutions written by faculty of O.P. Jindal Global University has been released.
63. Book Rebooting India: Realizing a Billion Aspirations authored by Nandan Nilekani and Viral Shah has been released.
64. Book Ringside with Vijender, authored by Rudrae Neil Sengupta has been released.
65. Book Ruled or Misruled: Story and Destiny of Bihar has been written by Santosh Singh.
66. Book Sleep Revolution: Transforming Your Life, One Night at a Time has been authored by Arianna Huffington.
67. Book Smita Patil: A Brief Incandescence has been authored by Maithili Rao.
68. Book Specific Learning Disorder: Indian Scenario has been written by Rajesh Sagar, Raman Deep Pattanayak, Manju Mehta of All India Institute of Medical Sciences New Delhi.
69. Book *Tagore and Russia*, written by Reba Som and Sergei Serebriany has been released.

70. Book *Tagores Vision of the Contemporary World*, written by Indra Nath Choudhuri has been released.

71. Book *The Culture Heritage of Trans Himalayas-Kinnaur* has been written by P.S. Nagi Lobotus.

72. Book *The Gene: An Intimate History* has been written by Siddhartha Mukherjee. He is Pulitzer Prize-winning author of *The Emperor of All Maladies*.

73. Book *The Great Derangement: Climate Change and the Unthinkable* authored by Amitav Ghosh has been released.

74. Book *The Great Derangement: Climate Change and the Unthinkable*, authored by Amitav Ghosh has been released.

75. Book *The Great Indian World Trip* is authored by Tushar Agarwal.

76. Book *The Kiss of Life: How a superhero and my son defeated cancer*, written by Bilal Siddiqi and Emraan Hashmi has been launched.

77. Book *The Sialkot Saga* has been authored by Ashvin Sanghi.

78. Book *The Unseen Indira Gandhi*, authored by KP Mathur has been released.

79. Book *The World in 2050- Striving for a More Just, Prosperous and Harmonious Global Community*, written by Harinder S. Kohli has been released.

80. Book *The Z Factor* written by Subhash Chandra has been released.

81. Book *Two Years Eight Months and Twenty Eight Nights* authored by Salman Rushdie has been released.

82. Book *What Happened to Netaji?* authored by former journalist Anuj Dhar has been released.

83. Book *White magic: A story of heart break, Hard Drugs and Hope* has been authored by Arjun Nath.

84. Book *Who Moved my Interest Rates*, authored by former Reserve Bank of India (RBI) governor Duvvuri Subbarao has been released.

85. Book *Who was Shivaji?* authored by Govind Pansare launched.

86. Book *A Life in Diplomacy*, authored by Maharajakrishna Rasgotra has been released.

87. Book *Chandigarh is in India* has been authored by Shanay Jhaveri.

88. Book *Mrs Funnybones: She's Just Like You and a Lot Like Me* has been written by Twinkle Khanna.

89. Cricket Legend Sachin Tendulkars autobiography - *Playing It My Way* entered Limca Book of Records with 1,50,289 copies sold.

90. Former President APJ Abdul Kalam's last book 'Advantage India-From Challenge to Opportunity' has been released. It has been co-authored by Srijan Pal Singh of Institute of Management-Ahmedabad.

91. Government released 3 Books on Rajyogini Dadi Janaki (Head of Brahma Kumaris organization). Books are

- Prem aur Shanti ka Marg - authored by Dadi Janaki.
- I know How to Live, I know How to Die - authored by Neville Hodgkinson.


94. Legendary Music Composer R D Burman's Biography *R.D.Burmania –Panchamemoirs* has been authored by noted journalist Chaitanya Padukone.

95. Margaret Alva (Politician and Former Governor of Rajasthan), released her autobiography - *Courage and Commitment*.

96. Minister of State (IC) of Development of North-Eastern Region, Jitendra Singh released book *Indias Creative Continuum - Minority Communities in Craft*, containing 18 Identified Crafts from various States. Schemes such as USTTAD (Upgrading the Skills and Training in Traditional Arts/ Crafts for Development) have been detailed in it.

97. Mohammad Aamir Khan wrote Book *Frames As A Terrorist: My 14-Year Old Struggle to Prove My Innocence*. Its about a Delhi based Author who was proved innocent 14 years after being charged in 18 bomb blast cases.

98. NASA astronaut Scott Kelly will write a memoir titled *Endurance: My Year in Space and Our Journey to Mars*.

99. Noted actor Shashi Kapoor's biography *Shashi Kapoor – the Householder, the Star* has been released. It has been written by Film Journalist Aseem Chhabra.

100. Novel "Once Upon a Time in India: The Marvelous Adventures of Captain Corcoran” was written in the 1860s, by a Frenchman Alfred Assollant, about India. It has been translated into English for the first time by Sam Miller.

101. OP Jindal Global University (JGU) launched book *The Education President*, highlighting President Pranab Mukherjee’s contribution to field of higher education.

102. PM Narendra Modi released book *The Birds of Banni Grassland*, prepared by Scientists of Gujarat Institute of Desert Ecology (GUIDE). It is a compilation of the research work, relating to more than 250 species of birds found in the Banni area of Kutch.

Palaniappan Chidambaram has wrote book *Standing Guard – A Year in Opposition*.


Second volume of memoirs of President Pranab Mukherjee *The Turbulent Years – 1980-1996* has been released. In this book, he reminisced about crucial events of his political life including Indira Gandhi’s assassination, Babri Masjid demolition, operation Blue Star and his ouster from Rajiv Gandhi’s Cabinet.

The Biography of Actor and Politician Shatrughan Sinha - *Anything But Khamosh* has been released.

The book *The Story of Kashmir through the Ages*, written by Arjan Nath Chaku and Inder K Chaku has been released.